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The French Connection:  
Please share your students’ backgrounds 
  Who are your students? 
  What is their literacy in L1? 
  What levels are they in English as a Foreign Language or English as a 

Second Language? 
Please share your background 
  Native language 
  Académie where you teach 
  Teacher Education preparation (US or IUFM) & Certification 
  Years of Experience teaching English  (General and in France) 
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Issues Pertaining to Foreign Language Writing  

  Do students’ cultural writing preferences impact writing in the foreign 
language or are there other variables that teachers need to be 
aware of?  

  Are there predictable errors that teachers can expect and plan for? 
  What are some ways that teachers can provide students with a 

variety of opportunities and experiences for  writing in English? 
  What are some strategies for teaching academic English written 

discourse from both a grammatical and a cultural perspective ? 
  How can teachers make writing a enjoyable and successful 

endeavor? 
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 Contrastive Rhetoric Theory  

Contrastive Rhetoric theory  
  Considered writing to be influenced by the patterns and              

preferences of the first language (Connor, 1996) 
Early Proponents Of Contrastive Rhetoric Theory :  
  Contended that writing was a cultural phenomenon and that cultural 

preferences in L1 writing would affect L2 writing. When students do 
not meet the expectations of register and purpose of the academic 
reader of the target language, cultural writing patterns are usually 
recognized as points of interference between languages.  
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Criticisms of Contrastive  
Rhetoric  Theory 

Have focused on  methodological design flaws, gender and ethnic 
diversity concerns, overgeneralization of  the concept of culture, 
stereotyping entire linguistic populations based on  limited writing tasks, 
and the fact that contrastive rhetoric combined  three important areas: 
L2 writing, L2 learning and  usage, and culture (Atkinson, 2004;  
Connor, 2003; Matsuda, 1997).  
Yet, Contrastive rhetoric research has continued to be an area of 

interest to researchers in the field of second language writing.  
  Connor (2003, 2002) argues that contrastive rhetoric research 

needs to continue to examine models of cross cultural texts and 
writing performance and that cultural differences need to be 
explicitly taught in order to acculturate the EFL/ELL English writer 
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Writing Across Borders-Oregon State 
University: 

 American: 
•   State topic/thesis right at the beginning then 

develop it 
•  Linear development 
• Short concrete sentence structure  
• Exact stylistics 
• Outside references 
• Mandatory citations 
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Culture Sensitive Discourses: 

  Japanese: 
•  Heavy use of pronouns. It is the reader’s responsibility to figure 

out who is who.  
•  Much more reader responsibility to participate. 
•  4 part development. “ki, sho, ten, ketsu”. ‘Ki’ and ‘sho’ are related 

to main idea, ‘ten’ is totally unrelated and ‘sho’ brings all parts 
together in the conclusion. 

  Chinese:  
•  Copyright issued are not important due to a sense of communal 

culture. 
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  Ecuador:  
•  Skirt around the main idea, state in the middle;  
•  Circulatory development 

  Columbia:  
•  “Rude writing”. Straight to the point; no time to develop a 

relationship between the author and the reader 
  Arabic:  

•  Use of exaggeration to attract the reader 
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  Vietnamese:  
•  Must use only what is given in lecture or class. No outside 

(extraneous) information is to be included in the essay. 
  Turkish: 

•   Long and elaborate sentence structure 
•  More poetic.  
•  Sense of pleasure derived from the reading, not just 

information. 
•  Different punctuation used to elaborate.  
•  Specific styles are not required (font, size, spacing, etc. 
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Recent Research Implications 
  While many of the sentence structure and grammatical errors can be attributed 

to interference from the students’ shared first language, rhetorical construction 
(organization, topic sentences, cohesive transitions, etc) seems to be 
influenced by issues relating to students’ background experiences and 
language proficiency.  

  Factors such as language and educational background knowledge, cognitive 
processing skills and motivation and social context impact second language 
writing skills.  

  Educational background, oral language proficiency and socio economic 
background play a greater role in students’ ability to write in their second 
language than does the transfer of cultural rhetorical patterns of writing from 
their first language 

  Intersection of culture language and experiences educational background 
knowledge, cognitive processing skills and motivation and social contexts 

  The intersection of culture, language and experiences are intertwined and it is 
difficult to separate out which of these three factors play a stronger role in 
helping to shape second language learner writing preferences 
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A Small Scale Descriptive Analysis Of Students’ 
Writing Assignments 
  Analyzed writing of 12 Spanish speaking ELL students from three courses at 

the pre-professional level in education undergraduate classes over the course 
of a year.  

  Writing assignment was a two to three page autobiography  
  Analysis of writing focused on identifying grammatical errors and assessing the 

frequency of these errors. 
   The writing samples were also analyzed for rhetorical patterns.  

•  The rhetorical patterns analyzed included overall organization, location of a 
thesis statement relating to childhood development, placement of main 
ideas and topic sentences, and use of transitions and supporting evidences. 
Other factors considered were their oral proficiency with the second 
language, and their childhood educational background. 
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Results 

  Of the 12 students, 9 exhibited considerable difficulty in maintaining 
coherence and cohesion in their writing and they wrote with simplistic 
rhetorical patterns  

  3 students, whose oral mastery of English was clearly more proficient, 
began their autobiographies with greater sophistication using related quotes 
and statements to present the main ideas and topic sentence   

  Use of transitions and supporting evidences was more evident in their 
writing.  

  These 3 students, based on the information from their papers, had 
experienced, in their words, “exemplary” educational backgrounds.  
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Analysis 
•  A clear consistency between the errors found in the 

students’ writing and the literature on the subject were 
found when grammatical errors were examined.  

•  The areas where most errors were found were: verb 
tenses, verb forms, word choice, clause reduction, use of 
prepositions, and sentence construction. 

•   A secondary level of errors included such grammatical 
forms as count/non count nouns, determiners and 
qualifiers (a, an, the/quantifiers, such as many, each/
possessive adjectives such as my, his, their, etc.), verbs 
followed by a gerund (ing) or an infinitive (to), and 
phrasal verbs (verbs paired with a preposition).  
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Analysis 

  While sentence structure and grammatical errors may be attributed 
to interference from the students’ shared first language, stronger 
and more developed rhetorical construction (organization, topic 
sentences, cohesive transitions, etc) seemed to be related to issues 
of students’ background, experiences and language proficiency.  

  It would appear that educational background, oral language 
proficiency and socio economic background played more of a role in 
students’ ability to write in their second language than did the 
transfer of cultural rhetorical patterns of writing from their first 
language.  

  More research needs to be conducted on this topic to see if there is 
support for this hypothesis. 
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What Does It All Mean? 

  Teachers need to consider ELF writing as a complex endeavor and 
need to be aware that EFLs have diverse needs in writing 

  There are certain errors that teachers should expect and anticipate 
in EFL writing.  

  Teachers need to be more proactive in addressing these typical 
errors in ways that help students 

  Teachers must understand the workings of the language so that they 
can efficiently convey meaningful error correction to their students.   

  Teachers should also keep in mind students’ socio-economic 
background , oral language development, and educational 
experiences 

  However, it left the researcher thinking about what specifically could 
be done to help students improve in their future writing activities.  
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Folse’s ‘Keys’  of Grammatical Interference 
First, let’s look at some of the the typical errors TESOL France 

teachers might encounter:   
Verb tenses, and Verb forms 
  Verb endings match the subject in French  
  Verb to be (English ) vs verb to have (French):  

•  I have hunger vs I am hungry 
  Verb to be  (French) vs verb have (English) in verbs of motion in the 

present perfect tense 
•   We are arrived vs We have arrived 

  Progressive tenses (lack of ‘going to’ in French)  
•  It rains now vs It is raining  now 
•  Tomorrow I go shopping at the mall 

  Present perfect or past tense? 
 Marie a mangé son petit-déjeuner 
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Prepositions 
All prepositions are difficult, but “in, on, at” are         

especially confusing. 
 In French these can be used as à, en, or dans 
 Ending sentences with a preposition in English vs not in 

French 
•  What are you looking at?    
•  Ce que vous regardez? 

Count /Non Count Nouns 
 Some nouns are non count in English but count in 

French 
•  Homework/Information 
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Articles 

The word “the” is used with whole concept nouns 
in French. For example.  
 My favorite sport is golf 
 Mon sport préféré est le golf 

There are no indefinite article for professions 
 My mother is a professor  
 Ma mère est professeur 
 Friendship requires honesty and trust 
 L’amitié nécessite la confiance et l'honnêteté 
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Adjective Clauses and Reductions 
 Relative pronoun changes:  “qui” in                     

French for a subject and , “que” for an               
object: 

 The pencil (that is) on the table belongs to Susan 
•  Le crayon qui  se trouve sur la table appartient à 

Susan.  
• The word ‘qui’ may be tranlated as ‘who ’ 

 The film (that)we saw was very funny 
 Le film que nous l'avons vu était très drôle 

• The word ‘que’ may be translated as ‘what ’ 
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Infinitives and Gerunds 

 Overuse or underuse of the infinitive:  
•  I want to go to sit in the park. 
•  I want go sit in the park 

 Use of the infinitive instead of the subjunctive: 
•  I want you to go to the store(English) 
•  I went that you go to the store (French) 
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Phrasal Verbs 
  Latin based verbs are one word; Many English verbs use two word phrasal verbs 

•  Put out vs extinguish 
•  Look into vs investigate 
•  Put off postpone or delay 
•  Show up vs appear 
•  Think over vs consider 
•  Find out vs discover 
•  Take off vs remove 
•  Call up vs telephone 

  Separable verb phrases 
•  Call back:  Call back John or call him back;  not call back him 
•  Call up my friends, call them up not call up them Fill in the blank fill it in, not fill in it 

  Non separable verb phrases 
•   Catch up 
•  Check into 
•  Count on 
•  Get in 
•  Go over 

look out 
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Modals 
Although French and English have and use modals there is rarely a 

one to one correspondence on usage of these words 
  Can 
  Could  
  Would  
  Should 
  May 
  Might 
  Must 
   Will 
  Ought To 
  Had Better Copyright 2009 Linda Gerena: Please do not use 
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Word Forms  

 Adjective endings: occasional; friendless; final; 
sad 

 Adverb endings: occasionally; friendly; finally; 
sadly 

 Noun endings: Occasion ; friendship or friend; 
finalization;  sadness 

 Dangerous not dangerly 
 Beauty not beautifulness 
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Passive Voice 

  In French passive voice the past participle verb must  
agree in number and gender  
  In English the past particle  does not vary.  

•  The house was painted or the houses were painted 
•  la maison a été peinte par mon père. 
•  les maisons ont été peints. 
•  les livres ont été écrites. 
•  la lettre a été écrit. 

  Passive voice is used with reflexive verbs:  
•  Je m’appelle Linda 
•  Je me lève a à huit heures (notice number agreement!) 
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Conditionals 

  There is no word for “would” to state conditional 
•  “If I studied I would have passed test” might be written as  
•  “If I had studied I had passed the test” 

  How to say: 
•  I would like to go to the opera tonight 
•  She would have gone to the opera if she had a ticket. 
•  You  would write a better essay if you thought about the 

organization and intended audience. 
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How to Improve Writing and Language Skills 
of EFL Students?  

Questions to Consider:  
 Given that teachers can somewhat predict and 

understand grammatical errors, how can they go beyond 
teaching isolated grammatical structures?   

 What are some best practices that teachers can use to 
help students develop more accomplished writing skills? 

 How can we build educational experiences in  foreign 
language instruction that will help students become 
effective communicators and writers? 
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Lets Consider Other Ways to Develop Written  
Language : 

   Communicative Activities & Social Interaction  
•  Cooperative learning, peer groups, student to student interaction 

  Cultural Contexts 
•  Interaction with authentic populations 

  Connections 
•  Content  and Thematic Instruction 

  Comparisons 
•  Analytical comparisons/contrasts between native and target language  
and culture 

  Communities 
•  Accessing members of the target language to interact with students 
The following slides are based on ACTFL Standards and http://languagestudy.suite101.com/

article.cfm/foreign_language_standards#ixzz0VWyGRqgc 
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Communication 
  This requires using the language in real life                                     

contexts. Not just “knowing the language”                                                
but really being able to use it in  variety of contexts 

  Students communicate in oral and written form, interpret oral and 
written messages, show understanding when they communicate, 
and present oral and written information to various audiences for a 
variety of purposes.  
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Communicative  Activities and Writing: 

 Cooperative Groups Activities 
 Pairs or Triads 
 Student to Student Interactions 
 Opportunities for peer feedback  
 Communicative Games and activities(oral and 
written) 
 Peer or Cross age Interactions 

• Have more advanced or older                                     
English speakers (francophones)                               
work with younger or less                             
competent peers to  edit and revise written work.  
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Immerse Your Students In Language-Based 
Interactive Writing Activities  

 Make time every day to use English in meaningful ways:  
•  Listen to music-teach grammar and semantics through songs 
•  Play word and vocabulary games 
•  Establish book clubs 
•  Round robin writing 
•  Write dialogue to picture frames 
•  Grammar poker 
•  Collaborative Story writing 
•  “Sentence snake” 
•  Interviews and newspaper/newsletter articles 
•  Write invitations  
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Culture and Writing  
 Use the Internet to communicate with students and other 

individuals in various parts of the world. Set up pen pals 
and blogs 

 Audio and videotaping, use of digital cameras, and web 
based telephone (Skype) to encourage contact with 
native speaking peers. 

 Interview native speakers of English and ask about 
holidays, music, food, society, daily life, etc. and then 
help your students to really understand the "why" behind 
them.  
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Connections and Writing  

 English instruction should  be                              
connected with other subject                            
areas.  

 Content from other subject areas is integrated 
with English instruction through lessons that are 
developed around common themes. 

 Writing should take place in content subjects and 
across the curriculum 
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Comparisons and Writing  

Students are encouraged to                  
compare and contrast languages: 
 Ask your students to stop and think about similarities 
and differences between English and French in all areas 
(grammar, culture, sociolinguistics, written discourse 
patterns, etc) 
 Venn diagrams, and other graphic organizers (word 
maps, concept definition maps, concept webs, cluster 
diagrams, spider maps, compare/contrast maps, 
fishbone maps)are some effective tools for making 
comparisons. Use these as prewriting organizers 
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Communities and Writing 

 Seek out native English speakers through 
libraries, book clubs 

 Start a pen pal correspondence                         
with English speakers 

 Connect virtually and locally with English 
speakers on the US Embassy web site : http://
www.america.gov/publications/student-corner.html  
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Instructional Support For Writing Can Be 
Provided By: 

 Introducing cooperative, collaborative, writing activities 
which promote discussion. 

 Promoting peer interaction to support learning. 
 Providing frequent meaningful opportunities for students 

to generate their own writing activities (in class writing 
with peer editing). 

 Designing writing assignments for a variety of audiences, 
purposes, and genres. 

 Scaffolding writing instruction by building on previous 
knowledge and experiences. 

 Modeling and process writing 
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EFLs and Process Writing 

 Process Writing 
•  Prewriting-Drafting-Revising-Editing-Publishing 

 Revising and Response Groups:  
•  Small group presentation of written work for feedback 

 Peer editing Groups 
•  Small peer groups to edit the final draft 

 Publishing Writing 
•  Class newsletter, school newspaper, cross age reading to 

younger students, class anthologies, collections. libraries 
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Ways to Build Structure  

 Sentence Combining: Combining shorter sentences into 
compound, complex ones 

 Sentence Shortening: Taking run-on sentences and 
dividing up the main ideas into shorter coherent 
sentences 

 Sentence Models: Select models of good writing from 
quality literature or more advanced writers 

 Mapping: Small groups work together to generate as 
many words they can think of on a topic. After listing, 
they categorize the words into big ideas. Students 
produce a large “map” of ideas and words to begin the 
writing process 
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Ways to Build Fluency 
  Literature Response Journals: personal responses to text 
  Developing Scripts for Readers Theater 
  Adapting text into various formats 

•  Text to dialogue 
•  Dialogue to text 
•  First person to third person 
•  Different endings 
•  Text to Cartoon format  

  Dialogue journals 
  Personal journals 
  Literature response journals 
  Buddy journals 
  Free writing 
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Writing: Specific Techniques 

  Relate writing to students lives, backgrounds and experiences 
  Contextualize it in real life activities and uses 
  Use peer and student to student interaction 
  Review and recycle written discourse patterns 
  Use songs, rap, chants, newspaper comics as sources  of writing  
  Chunk material; focus on one variable at a time 
  Break complex  concepts into simpler parts 
  Teach gimmicks, mnemonics, writing strategies 
  Use guided grammar writing activities 
  Make it fun!!!!!!! 
Remember: You CAN make writing an enjoyable and successful  

activity 
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• References 
•  A list of references is provided in a 

separate handout. 

The Pen Is The Tongue Of The Mind.  
Miguel Cervantes 

The Task Of A Writer Consists In Being Able To Make 
Something Out Of An Idea.  

Thomas Mann  

Merci Pour Votre Attention!!!!! 
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